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the same thing when you talk to all women, especially
the hottest ones. Talk to them as if you’re talking to
another guy, but politely and with no cursing.
Try not to aim your dick at them. Watch guys enough
and you’ll see how thirst they are because they aim
their dicks at the girls they are checking out. They’ll
stand together but open their bodies up aiming their
crotches right at the girls. Guys do this whether talking
to each other or not. This is creepy to the girls who see
it, consciously or subconsciously. It acts like a repellant
to them. Sounds funny and weird, but it’s so true. Even
when you’re talking to girls, don’t aim it right at them.
Don’t be that dick!
Always be aloof and never look interested. Only look
happy, smiling and joking with your wing-men or
wing-women (the base of your Perfection Pyramid, see
Rule 3 below). Or just look busy and pre-occupied.
Never drink too much alcohol; just a light buzz is
perfect. You must get rid of the nuisance batch before
you go out (unload your weapon by beating off). It
makes you naturally content and in no desperate need
for ass that night. It’s absolutely necessary if you’re a
horny guy. As one of my mentors once told me, “I’ll
beat off 3 times a day if I have to, but I won’t show
any thirst or succumb to thirst and settle for the 7 or
8”. I strongly repeat again, “Show No Thirst”! The
payback is immeasurable.
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Rule 3.
Build Perfection Pyramids.
The next lesson is to Build Perfection Pyramids (aka
Pyramids of Pussy or Pussy Pyramids). What I mean
by ‘Perfection Pyramids’ is just what you might think
it is. It is a form of multi-level marketing with girls, not
business customers. You make friends with girls who
introduce you to their more perfect, hottest girlfriends.
Thus, the Pyramid building leads to Perfection, the
beautiful 90%er. (Guys can make up a Pyramid, too,
but it’ll usually end up being one of their ex girlfriends
who will want you. That’s not what you want. Stay
away from that drama unless the guy says it’s OK and
she is a 90%er.)
You can only be friends with girls under a 9 rating. You
must never show thirst for the girls under a 9 rating.
This especially includes the 7’s and 8’s. In my mind, the
7’s and 8’s are hot enough to bang, but not hot enough to
marry like the 9+s. Never flirt or hit on them . . . Don’t
EVER do it! Never let them think you want them. Put
them in your ‘step-sister category’ and think of them as
such. You don’t even think of banging a step-sister, it’s
not illegal, but it’s just somehow wrong. Don’t expect
6’s and under to lead you to the 9+s. The 7’s and 8’s are
the best bases of your Perfection Pyramids. The 7-8+s
will always have hotter girlfriends. Their hotter more
beautiful friend, the 9+, will ultimately ask about you
to the base of your pyramid. Or your pyramid bases
will talk about you to them. These are your goals and
they happen almost every time.
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In addition, the 7-8+s are pretty enough to make you
look good if they are hanging out with you and your
buddies. If a random 9+ sees a pretty girl in your group,
the 9+ will wonder what you have going on. It peaks
their interest or invokes their competitive side to one
up the 7-8+. There are many dynamics when hanging
out with 7-8+s and most of them work extremely well
in your favor. Again, trust me on this. Just never show
them thirst. Beat off twice that day if you have to, but
don’t fall to their advances.
As for working the Perfection Pyramid, follow along
very closely. The base of your pyramid, the 7-8+ will
introduce you to her other 7-8+ friends. All have become
your friends and are added as another level within your
Perfection Pyramid. Or you branch them off to form
their own Perfection Pyramids. Surprisingly, they all
will honestly say you’ve never hit on them because you
showed no thirst. This automatically sells you to their
hot 9+ friends. If you ever showed thirst to, or even
worse, hooked up with the bases of your pyramids,
this will likely turn off their 9+ friends. Don’t do it no
matter what!
Also, local 7’s and 8’s will brag about getting you (as
you are now the ‘Prom Queen’, see Rule 4 below) and
word travels fast. If you do flirt or hook up with the
bases of your Perfection Pyramids or bang random
local sub 9’s, you’ll never know why the hottest girls
in town ignore you or blow you off even if after they
showed some initial interest. It is because they do
their due diligence on you, quite well I must say. Due
diligence is the research and background checks 9+s
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